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ABSTRACT

Article History

Death rates due to COVID-19 pandemic vary considerably across regions and countries. Case Mortality Rates (CMR) per
100,000 population are more reliable than case-fatality rates per 100 test-positive cases, which are heavily dependent on the
extent of viral case testing carried out in a country. We aimed to study the variations in CMR against population risk factors
such as aging, underlying chronic diseases and social determinants such as poverty and overcrowding. Data on COVID-19
CMR in 93 countries was analyzed for associations with preexisting prevalence rates of eight diseases [asthma, lung cancer,
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), hypertension, ischemic heart disease, depression
and diabetes], and six socio-demographic factors [Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita, unemployment, age over 65 years,
urbanization, population density, and socio-demographic index]. These data were analyzed in three steps: correlation analysis,
bivariate comparison of countries, and multivariate modelling. Bivariate analysis revealed that COVID-19 CMR were higher
in countries that had high prevalence of population risk factors such as AD, lung cancer, asthma and COPD. On multivariate
modeling however, AD, COPD, depression and higher GDP predicted increased death rates. Comorbid illnesses such as AD and
lung diseases may be more influential than aging alone.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 outbreak was first reported at the end of December
2019 from the city of Wuhan in China [1]. Within a short period of
just 4 months, SARS-CoV-2, the coronavirus causing COVID-19,
had spread to virtually all countries and territories worldwide [1].
In spite of implementing stringent measures such as travel restrictions, social distancing, lockdowns, and increased testing, many
countries have struggled to control the spread and minimize the
death toll [2]. At individual country level, the number of deaths
and Case Fatality Rates (CFR) of confirmed cases vary enormously.
This can be due to numerous reasons, including the extent of testing, the measures taken to mitigate the spread, healthcare access,
underlying population demographics, socio-economic development and prevalence of comorbidities [3].
Moreover, different countries are at different stages of the
COVID-19 pandemic and CFR can change depending on how
each country responds to the epidemic. For example, UK, as of
25th June, had over 306,000 confirmed cases with over 43,000
deaths (CFR: 14.0%). By contrast, Germany had 193,000 cases with
just over 9000 death (CFR: 4.6%). A recent study has indicated that
SARS-CoV-2 has mutated into several different types which could
have different virulence [4]. However, the order of magnitude
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difference in CFR noted between some countries cannot simply
be explained by the variation in the virulence of the virus strains,
since some of these countries have the same strain circulating [5].
Although the extent of testing is another obvious factor for these
difference, it too does not explain all the differences.
The most common reported predictors of severe COVID-19
include age above 65 years and comorbidities such as cancer,
asthma, hypertension and heart disease [6,7]. Thus, countries with
larger older population and/or with higher burden of chronic diseases are expected to have the highest mortality rates. However,
it is unclear how mortality rates interact with these reported predictors when examined at country population level by age and
prevalence of comorbidities. We chose to analyze Case Mortality
Rates (CMR) by country population, rather than by the number
of test-positive cases (CFR), since the latter is dependent on the
number of tests performed in each country and this varies enormously from country to country [8–10]. In this study, we aimed
to examine CMR for 93 countries against eight diseases and six
socio-demographic factors.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Study Design
We analyzed COVID-19 pandemic data for variations in mortality
rates across different countries. Data from Johns Hopkins University
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Coronavirus Resource Center (https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data)
were obtained on COVID-19 death rates per 100,000 population.
These rates were used to classify countries into an elevated risk
category. Prevalence data for selected diseases was retrieved from
the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) dataset (http://ghdx.healthdata.org/gbd-results-tool). While this expansive dataset includes
a wide range of health-related conditions including trauma and
congenital birth defects, we limited our analysis to potential risk
factors for COVID-19 mortality. These included asthma, Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), lung cancer, diabetes, depression, hypertension, Ischemic Heart Disease (IHD)
and Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). Socio-economic indicators were
obtained from the World Bank data (https://databank.worldbank.
org/home). Selected indicators were chosen to assess social risk
factors for susceptibility. These included Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) per capita in US dollars, unemployment rates (percent of
workforce), urban population as a percent of total population,
population density per square kilometer and population over age
65 years. An additional measure of social development, the Sociodemographic Index (SDI), from GBD was also analyzed. Expressed
on a scale of 0 to 1, SDI is the mean ranking of the national income
per capita, educational attainment, and fertility rates. Data were
merged with multiple error checking steps and redundancies.
Data were analyzed for 93 countries (primarily limited by availability of COVID-19 data). World Bank data from 2018 was used as
it had a lower proportion of missing values compared with 2019.
Missing values ranged from none (in the GBD data), to three countries (GDP) to 25 (unemployment rates) in the World Bank data.
No data transformations were applied. The primary dependent
(outcome) variable was COVID-19 death rates (CMR) per 100,000
population. We believe this metric is a more accurate measure than
COVID-19 deaths per 100 confirmed cases (CFR) which is heavily
dependent on the extent of viral case testing carried out in a country and the reliability of testing [8–10]. The data was analyzed in
three steps: correlation analysis, bivariate comparison of countries,
and finally, multivariate modelling.

2.2. Statistical Analysis
Statistical data analysis was conducted using Jamovi version
1.1.7 (The jamovi project, 2020, https://www.jamovi.org, Sydney,
Australia). Generalized linear model (GAMLj module) was used
to evaluate predictors for the dependent variable, CMR. Poisson
regression was applied using the Log link function. Log likelihood
ratio tests were used to evaluate the predictive performance of each
covariate, while R2 was maximized for overall model error reduction. Backward stepwise process was used to remove covariates
with the greatest p-value at each iteration. Covariates were centered
but not standardized. A fixed intercept was used. Two-way interaction terms were reviewed; however, none of them were statistically
significant. Collinearity among predictor variables was assessed
using a correlation matrix and tolerance in linear regression. Oneway ANOVA was used to compare the risk factors in elevated risk
versus other countries. Mean differences in rates (including 95%
confidence intervals) were obtained as a measure of effect size.
A correlation coefficient (cut-off) of <0.25 was considered as indicating lack of statistical association.
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3. RESULTS
Globally, CMR was 10.4 COVID-19 deaths per 100,000 population, with highest rates in Belgium (84.9), Andorra (67.5), United
Kingdom (64.3), Spain (60.6), Italy (57.3), Sweden (49.6), France
(44.3) and the United States (36.7). By comparison, China’s death rate
stood at 0.33 and Iran at 11.8 per 100,000 (Supplementary Table S1).

3.1. Correlation Analysis
Country-wise correlations showed an association between total
confirmed cases and total COVID-19 deaths (r = 0.93) and between
confirmed cases and CMR (r = 0.29). SDI of the countries did
not correlate with any of their COVID indicators such as confirmed
cases and CMR (r < 0.25). Greater GDP per capita correlated with
CMR (r = 0.39) but not with other COVID-19 variables such as
number of cases. Having a relatively older population structure
with a higher number of over 65 year old persons was associated
with more confirmed cases (r = 0.36) and deaths (r = 0.33) but
not with CMR. Social overcrowding as measured by population
density and urbanization did not correlate with CMR (r < 0.25).
From amongst the clinical risk factors, positive correlations
with CMR included Alzheimer’s disease (r = 0.36), lung cancer
(r = 0.39), and weakly with asthma (r = 0.28) and COPD (r = 0.27).
These correlations should be interpreted as preliminary exploratory analysis as confounding variables can mediate these findings.

3.2. Grouped Comparison
Countries were divided into two groups: those with CMR greater
than 25 or more COVID-related deaths per 100,000 population,
versus those with fewer deaths. The mean values of predictor variables were compared in these two groups using one-way ANOVA
(Table 1). The results were consistent with correlation analysis,
reaffirming greater prevalence of AD and respiratory illnesses in
countries with high COVID-19 CMR. However, more conclusive
inferences were derived using multivariate modeling.

3.3. Multivariate Analysis
With COVID-19 CMR per 100,000 population as the primary outcome (dependent) variable, multivariate modeling showed that
certain risk factors were independent predictors (R2 = 0.35, log likelihood ratio tests, p < 0.05). These risk factors included Alzheimer’s
disease, COPD, depression and GDP per capita (Figure 1).

4. DISCUSSION
Key findings from our analysis highlight certain population risk
factors that were associated with COVID-19 mortality. These included
chronic respiratory diseases such as lung cancer, asthma and COPD
and age-related illnesses like AD. A surprise finding from this study
was the strong correlation between AD and COVID-19 death rates.
Of the risk factors assessed, AD was a dominant and statistically
significant risk factor, even on multivariate analysis (which controls
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Table 1 | Comparison of countries grouped into elevated versus baseline COVID-19 deaths
Mean values
Variable
CMR
CFR
Cases
Disease burdenc
Alzheimer’s disease
Lung cancer
COPD
Asthma
Diabetes
IHD
Depression
Hypertension
Socioeconomic factorsd
GDP per capita
Age ≥ 65 years, millions
Urbanization (%)
Population density
Unemployment (%)
SDI

Difference
of means

One-way
ANOVA, pb

5.2
3.3
62,000

48.4
7.77
284,000

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

1331
107
6438
6142
9720
3005
2711
227

776
45
4561
4605
8062
2335
2216
267

555
62
1877
1537
1658
670
495
−40

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.016
0.086
0.120
0.012
0.490

48,804
12
24
188
7.2
0.69

19,282
6.1
29
246
6.8
0.72

29,522
5.9
−4.6
−58
0.38
−0.03

<0.001
0.380
0.430
0.839
0.827
0.543

Elevated risk
countries (n = 10)a

Other countries
(n = 83)

53.6
11.1
346,000

Countries reporting more than 25 COVID-19 deaths per 100,000 population. bStatistical significance on Tukey’s post hoc testing with one-way ANOVA.
Prevalence rates per 100,000 in 2017 from GBD study data set. dData from the World Bank, 2018. CMR, COVID-19 deaths per 100,000 population; CFR,
COVID-19 deaths per 100 confirmed cases.
a
c

Figure 1 | Population risk factors for COVID-19 deaths. N = 93 countries. Prevalence data from Global Burden of Disease, 2017.
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for other risk factors including aging) [6,11]. Our findings support several recent studies that also point to a positive correlation
between COVID-19 severity and neurological disorders, including AD [12–14]. The details of this association however, remain
unknown. It has been reported that the virus has neurotropic characteristics, exploiting the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 receptor to gain entry into cells of the central nervous system [15–17].
Another notable finding from this analysis was that countries with
lower socio-economic development and social overcrowding were not
associated with higher death rates. One of the major concerns has been
the impact this pandemic will have on developing countries with poor
infrastructure and healthcare systems. Our analysis appears to give
some hope that low socio-economic status does not necessarily mean
a guarantee of poor outcome for COVID-19. We must stress however,
that our study focused on mortality and not on the risk of transmission. Interestingly, a previous study assessing infectious disease vulnerability scores also indicated that low income status does not necessarily
correlate with high vulnerability to infections [18].
Studies have identified certain comorbidities such as age above 65
and hypertension as important risk factors for increased mortality
[6,19]. Although this may be true when looking at crude figures, analyzing the risk of mortality in multivariate modeling shows only weak
correlation. Thus, countries with a higher percentage of older people
may witness a higher burden of deaths [19,20] but this is not because
older people are specifically at higher risk of developing severe disease
compared with younger individuals in the population. Other clinical
risk factors such as co-morbid illnesses, Alzheimer’s dementia and
chronic lung diseases (COPD) may be more influential.
In a recent systematic review, hypertension and diabetes were
reported as leading risk factors for COVID-19 severity [21]. These
were followed by cardiovascular diseases and respiratory conditions. It is pertinent to note that data from hospital-based series
should not be used to make public health decisions elsewhere as
these associations are context dependent. Each medical center
receives a unique set of patients depending on referral patterns,
pre-hospital care and clinical expertise.

4.1. Limitations
Limitations of our study include the use of secondary data, estimation techniques used by the data sources, accuracy of data estimates
and the potential of ecological bias due to confounding by country-
level analysis. We sought to minimize bias and systematic errors by
removing outliers and not relying on case-fatality rates. It is worth
mentioning that observational studies on clinical cases suffer from
similar confounding effects that are difficult to remove even by adjustment or stratification. Definitive proof via randomized exposure to the
causative virus would be unethical. Hence, observational data provide
the best available source for public health and clinical decision making.

5. CONCLUSION
The current COVID-19 pandemic has exposed some of the weaknesses
in the public healthcare systems and lack of preparedness for dealing
with infectious disease outbreaks [22]. Emerging and re-emerging
infections, particularly due to viruses are not new and COVID-19 is
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certainly not going to be the last. Previous pandemics such as the 1918
influenza pandemic, famously known as the ‘Spanish flu’ and the two
subsequent influenza pandemics of 1957 and 1968 resulted in millions
of deaths [23,24]. To limit the devastating impact such pandemics can
have on human health and healthcare systems, our only options are to
be better prepared for such events. One essential component for this
preparedness is to have established policies for future pandemics. Early
identification, testing, contact tracing, and isolation are fundamental
principles of public health that have to be implemented. Determining
which groups in a population are at increased risk of severe disease can
help to better manage the limited resources and stretched healthcare
systems in such situations. Moreover, any planning for lifting the existing lockdown measures should take into consideration these vulnerable groups. This is also true for prioritizing recipients for candidate
vaccines against COVID-19.
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